TESTIMONY ON CONTINUATION OF LAMONT’S POWERS

The COVID-19 ‘emergency’ has never been about health and safety; rather, it is all about power and control. If you think otherwise, please answer these questions:

1) Why have HCQ and Ivermectin been vilified as a treatment for COVID when they work (as demonstrated in parts of Africa where malaria is common and residents take HCQ) and have been proven safe, inexpensive and effective by Dr. Zelenko and others? And why has Connecticut not made them available?

2) Why have Congress members been exempted from taking a “vaccine”? Are they not important enough to save? Won’t they endanger the rest of Washington, D.C., the seat of our national government?

3) Why are illegals crossing our borders not tested and “vaccinated”? Don’t they threaten our country’s health?

4) Why has the OneAmerica insurance company stated that the death rate since the introduction of the “vaccines” jumped to 40% above the usual yearly rate? And OneAmerica compares this to a 20% jump in years when we experience a 1-in-200-years catastrophe!!!

5) Why does VAERS record for these “vaccines” several times the number of deaths/disabilities as for former vaccines? Yet, the inoculations continue.

6) Why are hospitals being paid per each COVID death? Why are they being paid for each ventilator used on a COVID patient even though most of those patients never recover?

7) Why are healthcare workers being fired during a “pandemic”? Why are truck drivers being fired during a supply chain crisis? Why are police being fired during a crime surge?

The fact is that the number of deaths and injuries have exploded since the rollout of these inoculations. Some common problems are: heart attacks, strokes, miscarriages, myocarditis and pericarditis (especially in young men), increased numbers of cancer cases, and a myriad of neurological problems.

The fact that these injected substances did not undergo the usual many-years-long testing is unforgiveable, and the world is paying a terrible price! The injections must be halted immediately, and efforts to address the physical and psychological problems with which many victims are now dealing must begin immediately!

Masks are also creating all kinds of pitfalls such as huge delays in learning and development in young children. Additionally, masks are ineffective at best (since the virus is smaller than the distance between the mask’s fibers), and they are unhealthy, owing to the lack of sufficient oxygen to the wearer as well as causing the user to inhale the stale, germ-filled air they have breathed into the mask.

Governor Lamont needs to announce that every one of his “medical” mandates is cancelled, and he should apologize to all Connecticut residents for endangering them, then step down!

Please vote to rescind all of Gov. Lamont’s COVID-19 medical mandates and allow Connecticut to be a freer – and safer – state once again.

Sincerely,

Jane Bate
Cheshire